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The Yakuza Path: Blood Stained Tea
Draws on the work of a diverse group of theorists in order to illustrate and
construct a new feminist conception of power.

Stealing Amy
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From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter and author of Missing Beauty comes a
fascinating inside look at the mafia. Growing up among racketeers on the Lower
East Side of New York City, Arlyne Brickman associated with mobsters. Drawn to
the glamorous and flashy lifestyle, she was soon dating "wiseguys" and running
errands for them; but after years as a mob girlfriend, Arlyne began to get in on the
action herself—eventually becoming a police informant and major witness in the
government's case against the Colombo crime family.

In the Closet of the Vatican
The Power of Feminist Theory
Visit www.amyrachiele.com under FREE EBOOKS to get the first 3 books in the
Mobster's Series for free--Mobster Series Anniversary Edition w/ Bonus Epilogue}
#mobsterfiction In a war torn Afghanistan, Junie signs up for a Peace Corps
assignment involving recently orphaned children. She wasn't expecting a lavish
experience. She knew it would be primitive and dangerous but it turned out to be
way more difficult than she could have imagined. Captain Tyler Alexander, U.S.
Army, Infantry: Mission first and mission ready is his motto but he realizes it all has
a deeper meaning when he meets Junie--a Flower-power Peace Corps volunteer.
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"Shrapnel's Kiss was quite a ride. The author draws you in with lots of detail. You
get drawn in by her descriptions and her attention to details of smells, sights,
sounds, all of it. It was a really good quick read." ~Katrina Joy, Fort Stewart, GA
Military/War Romance Fiction

Curvy Women Wanted
From New York Times bestselling author Meghan March comes a story of untold
truths and one man’s redemption in the Dirty Mafia Duet. Every family has a black
sheep. In the infamous Casso crime family, that black sheep is me—Cannon
Freeman. Except I’m not a free man. I’ve never been free. Not since the day I was
born. I owe my loyalty to my father, Dominic Casso, even if he won’t publicly
acknowledge me as his blood. I’ve never had a reason to go against his wishes…
until I met her. Drew Carson turned my world upside when she walked into my club
looking for a job. Now, my honor and my life are on the line. Going against my
father’s wishes might buy me a bullet straight from his gun, but black sheep or not,
it’s time to make my stand. She's worth the fallout.

In Hoffa's Shadow
Curvy Women Wanted: Volume FivePlaying With the Biker, Alpha's Mate, Wanted
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by Her Two MC Men, and Stalked

Albert Anastasia
Based on exclusive, fresh reporting, the thrilling, definitive inside story of the
pursuit, capture, and killing of legendary South Boston mob boss, James “Whitey”
Bulger, detailing as never before his years on the run, how he evaded capture, and
his brutal murder in prison. For the first time, Boston reporters Casey Sherman and
Dave Wedge draw on exclusive interviews and exhaustive investigative reportage
to tell the complete story of Whitey Bulger, one of the most notorious crime bosses
in American history—alongside Al “Scarface” Capone and Vito Genovese—and a
longtime FBI informant. The leader of Boston’s Winter Hill Gang and #1 on the
FBI’s Most Wanted list, Bulger was indicted for nineteen counts of murder,
racketeering, narcotics distribution, and extortion. But it was his sixteen-year flight
from justice on the eve of his arrest that made him a legend and exposed deep
corruption within the FBI. While other accounts have examined Bulger’s crimes,
this remarkable chronicle tells the story of his life on the run, his capture, and his
eventual murder inside one of America’s most dangerous prisons—”Misery
Mountain”—in 2018. Interweaving the perspectives of Bulger, his family and
cohorts, and law enforcement, Hunting Whitey explains how this dangerous
criminal evaded capture for nearly two decades and shines a spotlight on the
dedicated detectives, federal agents, and prosecutors involved in bringing him to
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justice. It is also a fascinating, detailed portrait of both Bulger’s trial and his time in
prison—including shocking new details about his death at Misery Mountain less
than twenty-four hours after his arrival. Granted access to exclusive prison letters
and interviews with dozens of people connected to the case on both sides,
Sherman and Wedge offer a trove of fascinating new stories and create an
incomparable portrait of one of the most infamous criminals in American history.
Hunting Whitey includes an 8-page photo insert.

Mob Daughter
In a world where total equality reigns supreme, Roger Hill, the prominent, ethical,
and hard-working half-Earthling director of the Earth Security Bureau dreams of
living in a world where the safety of innocent lives matter. His life with his girlfriend
has taken second place to his job due to the mafia families battling over control of
organized crime on Earth. When mobsters kill off all of the Earth Security Bureau
agents he sent to apprehend them, Director Roger Hill puts on his badge and takes
an active role in stopping the Mafia Wars. Meanwhile, after losing her friend to
mobster gunfire, Gina Jerikson dons the costume of Yo-yo Girl and teams up with
her twin brother, Yo-yo Man, and police detective Roxy America to bring the
mobsters to justice
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The Mafia in Italian Lives and Literature
For college student Emily Sheppard, the thought of spending a summer alone in
New York is much more preferable than spending it in France with her parents. Just
completing her freshman year at Callister University, Emily faces a quiet summer
in the city slums, supporting herself by working at the campus library. During one
of her jogs through the nearby cemetery while visiting her brother Bills grave,
Emily witnesses a brutal killingand then she blacks out. When Emily regains
consciousness, she realizes shes been kidnapped by a young crime boss and his
gang. She is hurled into a secret underworld, wondering why she is still alive and
for how long. Held captive in rural Vermont, she tries to make sense of her
situation and what it means. While uncovering secrets about her brother and his
untimely death, Emily falls in love with her very rich and very dangerous captor,
twenty-six-year-old Cameron. She understands its a forbidden love and one that
wont allow her to return to her previous life. But love may not be enough to save
Emily when no one even knows she is missing.

Mobster's Vendetta
The New York Times Bestseller '[An] earth-shaking exposé of clerical corruption' National Catholic Reporter In the Closet of the Vatican exposes the rot at the heart
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of the Vatican and the Roman Catholic Church today. This brilliant piece of
investigative writing is based on four years' authoritative research, including
extensive interviews with those in power. The celibacy of priests, the
condemnation of the use of contraceptives, the cover up of countless cases of
sexual abuse, the resignation of Benedict XVI, misogyny among the clergy, the
dramatic fall in Europe of the number of vocations to the priesthood, the plotting
against Pope Francis – all these issues are clouded in mystery and secrecy. In the
Closet of the Vatican is a book that reveals these secrets and penetrates this
enigma. It derives from a system founded on a clerical culture of secrecy which
starts in junior seminaries and continues right up to the Vatican itself. It is based
on the double lives of priests and on extreme homophobia. The resulting
schizophrenia in the Church is hard to fathom. But the more a prelate is
homophobic, the more likely it is that he is himself gay. 'Behind rigidity there is
always something hidden, in many cases a double life'. These are the words of
Pope Francis himself and with them the Pope has unlocked the Closet. No one can
claim to really understand the Catholic Church today until they have read this
book. It reveals a truth that is extraordinary and disturbing.

Nanny and the Beast
"I can't change it. Sometimes you just have to live with it." Anya, Mobster's Gamble
Carlo Caruso runs the family businesses. The son of mob boss Ennio Caruso, Carlo
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knows his place and he is up to the challenge of taking care of both the casino
business and the not-quite-legal "other" business, all without drawing unwanted
attention from the authorities. But when a group of cult extremists, headed by a
guy who calls himself Priest, decides to target his family's casino as a den of sin
while attempting to recruit for their cause, Carlo may be in for a challenge he has
never been trained for. Anya was born inside the walls of a cult and has never
known anything different. Anya's beauty has always stirred the wrong kind of
attention from the leader and then, when he was gone, his son. Anya has had a
complicated and volatile relationship with Priest since she was a little girl toddling
around in the religious commune. She knows she deserves better but has no idea
how to go about getting it. Can Carlo and Anya overcome their upbringing and find
love? Mobster fiction, Mafia Romance, Organized Crime, New Mobster Fiction,
Mobster Series Join my newsletter at http: //www.amyrachiele.com/free-ebooks/
mobster fiction, mafia romance saga, organized crime suspense, mafia thriller,
mobster romance fiction,

Hunting Whitey
How can things you only glimpse for a moment sear themselves into your
memory? ~Alessandra, Mobster’s Bones Alessandra has a problem. It's not that the
Mafia is the only life she knows, her father and best friend being members. She's
being followed. Her stalker destroys the one thing Alessandra thought they could
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never touch. She's now forced to flee the only home she's known, Palmetto. How
can someone be so beautiful? The morning sunlight is coming through the blinds
on my window casting a glow around Alessandra. She has been here for a week,
and we have fallen into a routine. It is sort of like she has always been here.
Imagining her leaving, gives me an unwanted stone in my stomach. ~ Troy,
Mobster’s Bones Troy has his life planned out perfectly; graduate from Notre Dame
with honors, get married, live a quiet life with his wife and kids in the suburbs. Just
like his parents and their parents before them. Things don’t work out according to
plan - the scaffolding of his life is crumbling before his eyes. Troy’s plans didn’t
include the daughter of a mob enforcer showing up at his door and sleeping in his
bed. Are Alessandra and her mafia family worth throwing away the life Troy has
always wanted? This book can stand alone or be read as Book 5 in the Mobster
Series. (Book 1 is Mobster’s Girl) Mobster Romance (Organized Crime Romance)
#mobsterfiction ARE YOU READY FOR THE BEGINNING? Follow Antonio and
Megan’s Story for free, download Mobster's Girl and get Awakening the Mobster for
free. www.amyrachiele.com

The Big Nine
My soul was drawn to him. It isn’t about the danger or his dark beauty, it’s the
connection I feel – the feeling of home I have with him even though I am miles
away from it. -Megan, Mobster’s Vendetta The mob underworld never changes. It
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hides itself deep in the cities. The rules, people, and danger are identical no matter
where you go. Sometimes I wish things were different, but they're not. -Antonio,
Mobster’s Vendetta Antonio and Megan have had to overcome severe challenges in
the short time they have been together. Things just happen that way sometimes.
Circumstance has kept them apart, but their biggest challenge is yet to come.
Power, greed, and malice can crush a person from the inside out. Antonio and
Megan are in Chicago. Antonio needs to take care of business. Business that
includes taking down his Uncle - for good. *MATURE YA sexual content, strong
language and violence. This is book three of the Mobster series. mobster romance
books, organized crime romance, mafia romance novels, free ebooks store, new
adult contemporary romance novel, free mobster book, mobsters and gangsters

Mobster's Bones
In 1990, the groundbreaking television series Twin Peaks, co-created by David
Lynch and Mark Frost, opened with a murder mystery when a beautiful
homecoming queen, wrapped in plastic, washed up on a cold and rocky beach.
Laura Palmer's character began as a plot device that triggered a small town to face
its fractured self. But after three seasons and a film, Laura Palmer is no longer just
a plot device. Instead of solely focusing on the murderer, like most traditional
storytelling at the time, the audience gets to know the victim, a complex young
woman who explores her sexuality and endures incredible abuse. Laura's Ghost:
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Women Speak About Twin Peaks is an examination of Laura Palmer's legacy on the
30th anniversary of Twin Peaks. Palmer's character was one of the few frank and
horrific representations of sexual abuse victims which did not diminish the strength
and complexity of the victim. Sheryl Lee, who played Laura Palmer, discusses the
challenges of the role and how it has impacted herself as well as women she has
met over the years, many of whom are survivors of sexual abuse. The role
demanded Lee give all of her vulnerability as an actor to this role. This role is one
she cannot escape, one with which she will forever be identified. It's a role that still
haunts her today. For many women, this character represents them. Here was a
woman who was not just a victim, but who was owning her sexuality as well—a
woman coming into her own and discovering her sources of power. This book is a
reckoning in which women from the show and community speak about grief,
mischief, humor, sexuality, strength, weakness, wickedness, and survival.

Mob Girl
Yuri A year ago Yulia, my niece, lost both her parents. Two months ago she
completely stopped speaking. Her psychiatrist thought a gentler presence around
the house might be good for her. She suggested a nanny for the child. Naturally, I
would do anything that would help her regain her happy childhood. But I didn't
expect the woman who stepped into my office. Yeah, she's got my attention, all
right, but for all the wrong reasons. I sure as hell don't need this ripe fruit to
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distract me day and night in my own home. I tell her she hasn't got the job, and
watch her leave my study, but Fate has other plans. Resistance is futile. April He
lives in a white mansion in London's Knightsbridge, a magnet for playboys and
Russian billionaires Big, burly bodyguards look at me as if I've not come for a job
interview, but to steal the family silver. Whatever. I maintain my professionalism,
I'm determined to get this intriguing job of caring for the girl who refuses to speak.
A prim woman leads me to his study. She knocks, and a deep, smooth voice
beckons us to enter. The door opens and I set eyes on Yuri Volkov. OMG. His eyes
are like a wolf's. Pitiless. Mesmerizing Dangerous. Obviously he Is drop dead wrong
but, I can't stop imagining his big, tanned hands caressing every inch of me. After
the briefest interview in the history of interviews he informs me I haven't got the
job. As I walk away, humiliated, from his study, it happens. The unthinkable. And
I'm suddenly back in the game. - There's a saying though: be careful what you wish
forThis is a standalone book with guaranteed

Silencing Joy
A call-to-arms about the broken nature of artificial intelligence, and the powerful
corporations that are turning the human-machine relationship on its head. We like
to think that we are in control of the future of "artificial" intelligence. The reality,
though, is that we--the everyday people whose data powers AI--aren't actually in
control of anything. When, for example, we speak with Alexa, we contribute that
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data to a system we can't see and have no input into--one largely free from
regulation or oversight. The big nine corporations--Amazon, Google, Facebook,
Tencent, Baidu, Alibaba, Microsoft, IBM and Apple--are the new gods of AI and are
short-changing our futures to reap immediate financial gain. In this book, Amy
Webb reveals the pervasive, invisible ways in which the foundations of AI--the
people working on the system, their motivations, the technology itself--is broken.
Within our lifetimes, AI will, by design, begin to behave unpredictably, thinking and
acting in ways which defy human logic. The big nine corporations may be
inadvertently building and enabling vast arrays of intelligent systems that don't
share our motivations, desires, or hopes for the future of humanity. Much more
than a passionate, human-centered call-to-arms, this book delivers a strategy for
changing course, and provides a path for liberating us from algorithmic decisionmakers and powerful corporations.

Mobster's Gamble
Black Sheep
From Karen Gravano, a star of the hit VH1 reality show Mob Wives, comes a
revealing memoir of a mafia childhood, where love and family come hand-in-hand
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with murder and betrayal. Karen Gravano is the daughter of Sammy "the Bull"
Gravano, once one of the mafia's most feared hit men. With nineteen confessed
murders, the former Gambino Crime Family underboss—and John Gotti's right-hand
man—is the highest ranking gangster ever to turn State's evidence and testify
against members of his high-profile crime family. But to Karen, Sammy Gravano
was a sometimes elusive but always loving father figure. He was ever-present at
the head of the dinner table. He made a living running a construction firm and
several nightclubs. He stayed out late, and sometimes he didn't come home at all.
He hosted "secret" meetings at their house, and had countless whispered
conversations with "business associates." By the age of twelve, Karen knew he was
a gangster. And as she grew up, while her peers worried about clothes and
schoolwork, she was coming face-to-face with crime and murder. Gravano was
nineteen years old when her father turned his back on the mob and cooperated
with the Feds. The fabric of her family was ripped apart, and they were instantly
rejected by the communities they grew up in. This is the story of a daughter's
struggle to reconcile the image of her loving father with that of a murdering
Mafioso, and how, in healing the rift between the two, she was able to forge a new
life.

Hippie Mafia
Being smart doesn’t save you from terror and doesn't teach you how to live with it.
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You can’t escape the mob. It’s part of your existence! Vito has grown up in the
underworld of the mob. He has recently reached age eighteen. His family has been
involved since the thirties. In 2014, the rules haven’t changed much. What worked
then, works now; power, violence, and loyalty. Love isn’t something you can
control. As much as Vito, mobster enforcer, wish he could, he can’t. And falling in
love with someone who is close to jail-bait age is even tougher. Vito bides his time
and waits. For a hasty guy with limited self-control, it’s difficult to curb his
impulses. At age fifteen, Erin just wants to forget. Erin’s world came crashing down
when she learned her family was not what they seemed. She’s been living in a lie.
No one told her her family was mob. The cliché ignorance is bliss becomes a sharp
stabbing realization when she has to learn to cope with the aftermath. “Sometimes
I hear him whispering in my ear as if my conscience has grown and matured into a
six foot three dark haired male. The studying, reading, and listening I did to
impress adults are nothing compared to what I learned from Vito.” ~ Erin New
Adult Contemporary Mafia Romance Novel mobster romance books, organized
crime romance, mafia romance novels, free ebooks store, new adult contemporary
romance novel, free mobster book, mobsters and gangsters

Mobster's Girl
#1 New York Times Bestseller OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK “Extraordinary.”
—Stephen King “This book is not simply the great American novel; it’s the great
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novel of las Americas. It’s the great world novel! This is the international story of
our times. Masterful.” —Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños. On this
side, too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano Pérez lives in the Mexican city of
Acapulco. She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life, and a
wonderful husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks beginning to
show in Acapulco because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly
comfortable. Even though she knows they’ll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her alltime favorite books in her store. And then one day a man enters the shop to
browse and comes up to the register with a few books he would like to buy—two of
them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is charming. And, unbeknownst to Lydia,
he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has gruesomely taken over the city.
When Lydia’s husband’s tell-all profile of Javier is published, none of their lives will
ever be the same. Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-year-old Luca soon find
themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middle-class existence.
Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la bestia—trains that
make their way north toward the United States, which is the only place Javier’s
reach doesn’t extend. As they join the countless people trying to reach el norte,
Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are
they running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed. It is a literary
achievement filled with poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is one
of the most important books for our times. Already being hailed as "a Grapes of
Wrath for our times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine Cummins's American
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Dirt is a rare exploration into the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice
everything for a glimmer of hope.

Restaurant War Stories -and- The Kitchen Mafia
2017 Rainbow Award honorable mention A bloody past haunts him. A devastating
present calls him back… Nao hides from his violent past in the Japanese mob by
opening a teahouse in Japan's cultural center, Kyoto. His past comes flooding back
when he discovers a gravely injured man with a tattooed chest, a bloody knife, and
a Korean business card. Saehyun would've died if not for Nao's help. He knows
nothing of his savior's connection with the local mafia, but Saehyun has his own
secrets. He commands the Korean mafia, the mortal enemy of Nao’s former
syndicate. As Nao and Saehyun grow closer, so does the strength of the Korean
mob. A shocking murder pulls Nao back into a past he'd all but abandoned. War is
looming, and Nao must choose between protecting Saehyun or avenging the honor
of his old mafia family.. The Yakuza Path: Blood Stained Tea is the first book in a
series of Japanese mafia thrillers. If you like complex characters, blood-soaked
violence, and twists you won't see coming, then you'll love Amy Tasukada's gritty
crime masterpiece. Buy Blood Stained Tea to dive deep into the Asian mafia tale
today!
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Girl Waits with Gun
Mobster Romance Book Gripping my chest is the only way to hold myself together
or what’s left of me will fall out. The past week has enlightened me on one thing-I
don’t care. Megan, Mobster’s Girl I didn’t even hesitate. I took two strides and
blasted him in the face with my fist. He was ready for it this time-unlike in church.
He tried to hit me back but I ducked and smashed him again. Antonio, Mobster’s
Girl You can’t help what family you’re born into or what lies they keep from you.
You can’t help it if they mold and shape you just the way they wanted. Are
monsters born or made? Antonio and Megan have a timeless issue. They were told
to stay away from each other. They try, they really do. But they are drawn to each
other. Antonio is eighteen and the up and coming mob boss of Palmetto, New
Jersey. Megan is a girl uprooted from the grassy plains of Ireland at the age of five.
Now she’s seventeen and faced with horrors she never thought existed. Get caught
up in an Italian Mafia Romance Novel! FREEBIE Link to a Free Mobster Romance at
the end of the novel. mobster romance books, organized crime romance, mafia
romance novels, free ebooks store, new adult contemporary romance novel, free
mobster book, mobsters and gangsters

Talking to Strangers
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The author of Mafia Women provides a behind-the-scenes look at the lives of
women in the American Mafia, with revealing profiles of Lana Zancocchio, the
daughter of the Bonanno family consigliere, and Camille Varacalli, who plays a key
role in her husband's criminal activities, based on extensive interviews. 35,000 first
printing.

Men of Mayhem
Pickering-Iazzi uses an array of cultural documents from 1990 to the present to
examine the myths, values, codes of behaviour, and relationships produced by the
Italian mafia through a wide cross-disciplinary lens.

Laura's Ghost
I scream. I couldn’t help it. I jump up and whack my head on the bottom of a
bleacher. My hand flies immediately to the lump forming. I start running while bent
in half. I try to get out. I don’t. Suddenly, my hair is yanked back. I shriek as my
hands automatically go to the back of my head. My heart races in terror. I bend
backwards from the yank and then fall to my knees. ~Joy, Silencing Joy Joy is the
type of person that goes about her business, stays out of people’s way, and keeps
to herself. Everything changes one night at a football game. Have you ever been in
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the wrong place at the wrong time? Follow Joy as she discovers what wrong place
and wrong time actually mean. Kara shifted in her seat and her foot slipped.
Something pulled on it. A hand came around her mouth and she was falling. Kara
found herself flat on the ground in the dirt and trash under the bleachers. A cloth
was slipped over her mouth and tied behind her head. Someone flipped her over
like a hog, tying and dressing it for a roast over a spit. Kara’s hands were yanked
and bound behind her back with thick rope. ~Kara, Silencing Joy Romance, actionadventure, mature YA (Drug use, abduction, violence, strong language)

No Questions Asked
A Best Book of the Year: The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and
Detroit Free Pres Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and
author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful examination
of our interactions with strangers -- and why they often go wrong. How did Fidel
Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think he could
trust Adolf Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television
sitcoms teach us something about the way we relate to each other that isn't true?
While tackling these questions, Malcolm Gladwell was not solely writing a book for
the page. He was also producing for the ear. In the audiobook version of Talking to
Strangers, you'll hear the voices of people he interviewed--scientists,
criminologists, military psychologists. Court transcripts are brought to life with rePage 20/31
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enactments. You actually hear the contentious arrest of Sandra Bland by the side
of the road in Texas. As Gladwell revisits the deceptions of Bernie Madoff, the trial
of Amanda Knox, and the suicide of Sylvia Plath, you hear directly from many of
the players in these real-life tragedies. There's even a theme song - Janelle
Monae's "Hell You Talmbout." Something is very wrong, Gladwell argues, with the
tools and strategies we use to make sense of people we don't know. And because
we don't know how to talk to strangers, we are inviting conflict and
misunderstanding in ways that have a profound effect on our lives and our world.

His Playmate
A National Bestseller A New York Times Editors' Choice A September 2015 Indie
Next Pick A Publishers Marketplace Buzz Book of 2015, Fall/Winter One of USA
Today's "New and Noteworthy" One of New York Post's "Must-Read" Books One of
Cosmopolitan's "24 Books to Read this Fall" From the New York Times best-selling
author of The Drunken Botanist comes an enthralling novel based on the forgotten
true story of one of the nation’s first female deputy sheriffs. Constance Kopp
doesn’t quite fit the mold. She towers over most men, has no interest in marriage
or domestic affairs, and has been isolated from the world since a family secret sent
her and her sisters into hiding fifteen years ago. One day a belligerent and
powerful silk factory owner runs down their buggy, and a dispute over damages
turns into a war of bricks, bullets, and threats as he unleashes his gang on their
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family farm. When the sheriff enlists her help in convicting the men, Constance is
forced to confront her past and defend her family — and she does it in a way that
few women of 1914 would have dared. “A smart, romping adventure, featuring
some of the most memorable and powerful female characters I've seen in print for
a long time. I loved every page as I followed the Kopp sisters through a too-good-tobe-true (but mostly true!) tale of violence, courage, stubbornness, and
resourcefulness.” — Elizabeth Gilbert Check out the brand-new Kopp sisters
adventure Lady Copy Makes Trouble available now!

The Vexars Universe's Mafia Wars Chronicles: Aliens, Heroes,
and Spies
Envy. Such an ugly sin. Yet, here I am guilty of it. See, I envy you. You who wake
up in the morning not knowing what your future will entail. A blessed uncertainty
filled with hope and mystery, with the potential to make it whatever you aspire it
to be. Must be nice - to open your eyes and dream of such a promising existence. I
have no such hopeful misguided notions. My fate has been written down on
crumpled paper, made smooth and immaculate by bloody tainted hands for the
outside world to behold, since the day I was conceived. There is no happily ever
after for me but I've come to terms with my gilded golden cage long ago. It's their
destiny that keeps me up at night - the pieces of my soul. They are the ones who I
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would defy the devil himself for and stare true evil in the eye, taunting it to do its
worst. There is nothing I wouldn't do for them, yet I know the wheel of fortune is
not in our favor. So, yes - I envy you. While you dream of your colorful tomorrow, I
dread its grayish arrival. You see, we were all born rotten. And rotten girls and
boys don't deserve a fairytale ending. Rotten Girl is the first book in the duet -A
Rotten Love. This is mafia #whychoose contemporary romance, full length novel.
*Recommended 18+ due to mature language, adult situations and sensitive
content.

Becoming His
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the
city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.

Shrapnel's Kiss
Irresistibly handsome, powerful and dangerous, Wolf Lone is a business man and
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mafia boss to the Japanese Mafia. Impeccably dressed in tailored suits, intelligent
and successful, Wolf is a man that strikes both love and fear in the hearts of many.
And what he wants, he always gets. Diego is the cities most notorious gang leader.
At twenty four, the sexy, vicious young man made quite the name for himself due
to his dangerous nature. One night, he makes one dire mistake. He kidnaps Wolf
Lone's son. Wolf takes Diego in return. What began as a plan to get his son back,
becomes something heavier between both men. Dangerous men are not supposed
to love, but Diego begins to catch feelings for the mafia boss, and Wolf intends to
make Diego solely his. But it will be a challenge. An irresistible one that melds both
pain and pleasure into their lives.

American Dirt (Oprah's Book Club)
A beautiful model describes her connection to the Mafia, which began during her
childhood in Rochester, New York, and the years of abuse and fear as the bride of
mobster Joe Lamendola before she was able to escape from the darkness. Reprint.

The Mafia Hit Man's Daughter
They grabbed the wrong girl. They thought I was his wife, not the woman he's
obsessed with. Ivan Romanov is one of the Russian mafia's biggest financial
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backers. And he's been destroying my life piece by piece just to get me in his bed.
I never wanted to be in this situation. Stalked. Cornered. Desperate. I was doomed.
About to be forced by a powerful man who was willing to take what I didn't want to
give. Then he came, a demon in the dark. A dark voice that told me to be a good
girl if I want to live

Rotten Girl
What draws and binds people together-circumstance, experience, blood? Can you
change what you're made of or is it predestined? If you fight it, will it just come
back to you ten-fold? A breathtakingly beautiful man is standing right next to meholding me, reassuring me, protecting me. Antonio is my savior. Having him with
me makes the ickiness that's stuck in my stomach tolerable. -Megan, Awakening
the Mobster Loving Megan and caring for Erin like the sister I never had is
dangerous. These feelings cause you to think. But I was raised, Don't think, just do!
-Antonio, Awakening the Mobster Mature YA (underage drinking, strong language,
violence, sexual content) mobster romance books, organized crime romance, mafia
romance novels, free ebooks store, new adult contemporary romance novel, free
mobster book, mobsters and gangsters

Awakening the Mobster
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Sometimes the line between good and bad simply depends which side you're on
Good guys can have unsavory secrets, while so-called criminals can live by a code
of ethics rivaling that of any law enforcement agency. Bending the law for money,
power, or revenge is one thing, but what if you're bending it for your family-for
love? Who would choose to become involved with a man who walks on the dark
side Some men will go to any lengths, legal or not, and make no apologies to
protect their way of life and all they hold dear. But you don't always choose who
you love, and sometimes you just have to decide if you're bold enough to risk it all
and go along for the ride. Thirteen masterful authors come together to present
Men of Mayhem. Compelling stories of loyalty and passion, love and lust, in which
the moral and ethical lines are blurred, and call into question the notions of right
and wrong. What could be more exciting than taking a leap of faithand landing in
the arms of the last man you'd expect-but the only one who truly makes you feel
alive? What if your road to happiness leads to Men of Mayhem

The Company She Keeps
Derrick King He and his brothers are the ruthless heads of a crime family. KINGS.
They've built their empire to become what it is today, collecting fortune and power,
bending rules and taking out whoever stood in their way. Tall, dark and sinfully
gorgeous, Derrick as head of the family never went to bed alone yet never slept in
a bed with any woman either. Until she came along and becomes the light to his
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darkness. Now she was his Stellina Dane She was a chef who moved across the
country in search of a change. Sweet and innocent, she meets a tall, brooding
stranger in a club of all places. His energy pulls at her and draws her in as much as
their easy-going conversations. When his life spills into hers, she should have run.
But she didn'tshe wanted him. How is she supposed to keep a man like him
satisfied and tamed? Plus, she's got secrets of her own that she didn't want him or
anyone else to know.

Augie’s Secrets
Albert Anastasia was one of the most ferocious Cosa Nostra mobsters in the history
of the American Mafia. He created both the American Mafia and Murder, Inc while
becoming the overlord of the Gambino crime family. "Anastasia loved to look his
victim's in the eyes while killing them slowly just to show his ruthlessness.
Anastasia would kill anybody, he would kill police, judges, prosecutors, politicians,
mayors, governors, even federal agents in a heartbeat, which he did, he did not
care who he killed, he just loved to kill. Nobody got on the wrong side of Albert
Anastasia and got away with it."

Mobster's Angel
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“A riveting look at life inside a Mafia family.”—New York Times bestselling author
George Anastasia The world called him a killer. She called him Dad . . . “We were
always worried. Always looking over our shoulders . . .” Linda Scarpa had the best
toys, the nicest clothes, and a close-knit family. Yet classmates avoided her; boys
wouldn’t date her. Eventually she learned why: they were afraid of her father. A
made man in the Colombo crime family, Gregory Scarpa, Sr. was a stone-cold killer
nicknamed the “Grim Reaper.” But to Linda, he was also a loving, devoted father
who played video games with her for hours. In riveting detail, she reveals what it
was like to grow up in the violent world of the mob and to come to grips with the
truth about her father and the devastation he wrought. “An amazing story of
jealously, duplicity, hatred and betrayal.”—Sal Polisi, author of The Sinatra Club
“Touching, shocking, revealing—Linda Scarpa’s memoir is more than a mob book;
it’s a family book.”—John Alite, subject of Gotti’s Rules “An edge-of-your-seat page
turner—jaw-dropping, raw, and real.”—Andrea Giovino, author of Divorced From
the Mob INCLUDES 16 PAGES OF DRAMATIC PHOTOS [color photo inserts for ebook
editions]

Crow’S Row
"The Irishman is great art . . . but it is not, as we know, great history . . . Frank
Sheeran . . . surely didn’t kill Hoffa . . . But who pulled the trigger? . . . For some of
the real story, and for a great American tale in itself, you want to go to Jack
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Goldsmith’s book, In Hoffa’s Shadow.” —Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal "In
Hoffa’s Shadow is compulsively readable, deeply affecting, and truly
groundbreaking in its re-examination of the Hoffa case . . . a monumental
achievement." —James Rosen, The Wall Street Journal As a young man, Jack
Goldsmith revered his stepfather, longtime Jimmy Hoffa associate Chuckie O’Brien.
But as he grew older and pursued a career in law and government, he came to
doubt and distance himself from the man long suspected by the FBI of perpetrating
Hoffa’s disappearance on behalf of the mob. It was only years later, when
Goldsmith was serving as assistant attorney general in the George W. Bush
administration and questioning its misuse of surveillance and other powers, that he
began to reconsider his stepfather, and to understand Hoffa’s true legacy. In
Hoffa’s Shadow tells the moving story of how Goldsmith reunited with the
stepfather he’d disowned and then set out to unravel one of the twentieth
century’s most persistent mysteries and Chuckie’s role in it. Along the way,
Goldsmith explores Hoffa’s rise and fall and why the golden age of blue-collar
America came to an end, while also casting new light on the century-old
surveillance state, the architects of Hoffa’s disappearance, and the heartrending
complexities of love and loyalty.

New York Magazine
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that
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if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in
his apartment for the same amount of time.

Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
“Karlen offers a colorful and impressively researched account of the Minneapolis
underworld and his fascinating relative that feels right out of Damon Runyon’s
Guys and Dolls.” Star Tribune “Deliciously snappy.” American Jewish World “Karlen
brings back the days when Peggy Lee walked into Augie’s straight off the bus from
North Dakota, when mid-century celebrities like Frank Sinatra visited Hennepin
Avenue, and when the most powerful crime lords in the land checked their guns at
the door when they visited Augie’s.” MinnPost “Augie’s Secrets is filled with
stunning, stylish prose that captures the flavor of the Jewish underworld of
downtown Minneapolis down to its last rubout and pastrami sandwich.” Paul
Maccabee, author of John Dillinger Slept Here: A Crooks’ Tour of Crime and
Corruption in St. Paul, 1920–1936
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